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Abstract— Cross platform frameworks have major 

advantage of “reusability” of code. In this system user does 

not required to learn new language that require to build new 

application in android, iOS or any  web based application in 

HTML or XML. In this system very firstly, sample 

application is developed and tested in android and then 

further, we test that same application is unchanged on other 

such as, on iOS platform. In case of, HTML-based solutions, 

Rhodes and PhoneGap do not required any changes to code 

but in terms of Titanium required minimum changes in 

application layout. Our system support direct interfacing of 

web applications with core android features. In this system, 

cross platform provides many advantages like reusability of 

code as well as quick setup of application for multiple 

applications.  In this project web applications are directly 

interfaced with android native features like, Bluetooth, 

Camera, SD card etc. In this Cross-platform system, android 

applications are created with web based languages. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Smart phones, are integrating a range of different functions 

such as media player, camera, and GPS with advanced 

computing capabilities are enjoying ever-increasing 

popularity. Operating system for smartphone mobile is 

rapidly changing. Google’s Android, Nokia’s Symbian, 

Apple’s iOS, and RIM’s Blackberry all have at least a 9% 

market share, with Microsoft’s Windows Phone expected to 

increase in popularity as well. The distribution of platform 

among all devices still in use but less concentrated. As all 

platforms are slightly different from each other, software 

developers that want to reach a large audience of users 

would be needed to create their apps for each platform 

separately. It is very difficult task to develop an application 

for each desired platform for highly responsive applications 

regarding its look as well as feel. There are some difficulties 

with incompatible programming languages, libraries, and 

user interface and application design. Also with increasing 

demand in mobile applications multiple mobile platforms 

such as android, iOS required high efforts for application 

development and also in terms of development time, 

resources, maintenance, tools and its deployment. In our 

system, framework allows reuse of predefined applications 

and its components that may help to setting up application. 

Our Cross-platform system allows reusing source code of 

application for multiple platforms. Additionally, it offers 

building blocks of architecture for example MVC2 and user 

interface API which is not only specific for single platform. 

Pure web application frameworks that are accessing through 

browser haven’t any access to all devices through the 

interface of JavaScript. Therefore,  they may not fall into 

mobile app category. In this system, we developed a library 

using web based developer that designed and developed 

android application with the help of HTML, CSS and 

JavaScript. Here, user can develop Native application as 

well as client server application. Also feature of any one 

platform can be used with another platform as HTML based 

framework have many advantages.  Our Cross-platform 

mobile application system tempting developers through their 

ongoing development also quality of an application will be 

improved over a time as framework are under very active 

development. With cross-platform system, project setup is 

simple and applications can be developed with web 

technology that looks and feel attractive. Cross-platform 

system helps user to developed native and attractive web 

based applications. This system translates the web based 

applications into android app. For implementation of such 

system developer is aware of HTML, CSS and JavaScript. 

Also they should have some basic ideas about android 

environment. Our system is relevant to the existing 

requirements of developer. This system is relevant in case 

where developer wants to develop an android application 

using web based languages like, HTML, CSS and 

JavaScript. Also developer can build native as well as client 

side applications. 

II. RELATED WORK 

R. Akkiraju proposed paper which presents two approaches 

for cross-platform application development from business 

point of view. These approaches are designed from 

economic point of view. Hence in first approach service 

oriented changes are discussed and analyzed. Hence by 

simplifying the service oriented component its code is re-

used, economy plan for particular software development 

firm is designed. Also in second approach web service re-

usability is analyzed to improve the cross-platform 

technique. The main focus is to cut down the development 

time and enhance the profit margin. IBM WebSphere and 

SAP NetWeaver are analyzed from implementation point of 

view and it is observed that 50 percent of struggle is reduced 

[1].  

Parastoo Mohagheghi and Reidar Conradis paper is 

also referred. In this paper they narrate advantages of code 

reusability in a large telecom product. In this using reverse 

engineering process the reused component are designed and 

developed in in-house and distributed as per products. 

Already proved components are re-used hence testing the 

units reduces the time of development and accuracy 

enhanced drastically [2].  

A. Rhomobile Suite 

Rhodes applications are written within a Model-View-

Controller (MVC) pattern. The views are written with 

familiar web development tool kit of HTML, CSS, and 

JavaScript. The controllers are written in Ruby, using 

Rhodes first mobile implementation of Ruby for each smart 

phone operating system. Normally there is couple of 

approaches for developing applications. If high level of 

reliability or significant business logic processing on the 
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devices itself is required, a native approach is taken. In 

native approach, applications are written using HTML, CSS 

and JavaScript, and the Rhodes-style Ruby framework for 

the application logic that resides on the device itself. 

Another approach is the hybrid web approach with a more 

traditional web app model typically written purely with 

HTML, CSS, and JavaScript or running from any web 

server application technology (.NET, Java, etc.). These 

hybrid Apps have their application logic on the back end 

web application and are able to perform device capabilities 

with both HTML tags and JavaScript calls. Since these Apps 

operate in web connected environment, they can easily be 

modified and distributed to users each time they are 

accessed. Hence any changes or updates are directly 

reflected without the user needing to update from the device. 

In Rhodes, Ruby (the open source programming language) 

is used for building the business logic. RhoHub, for app 

development and deployment and RhoGallery for hosted 

cloud management. 

Ruby code helps to structure and control business 

logic using the built in Model-View-Controller and Object 

Relational Mapper design patterns. Supports broad range of 

mobile platforms [3]. 

Updating HTML/JavaScript code needs a complete 

rebuild. Need to know Ruby well to do anything a bit more 

sophisticated, which is not as popular as other programming 

languages like JavaScript, Java or PHP. Doesn’t generate 

source code only native package which can restrict any 

further tweaking of the app.  

B. Titanium  

Titanium is essentially a high level, cross-platform 

JavaScript runtime and API for mobile development. So 

writing a Titanium application is writing a native application 

in JavaScript. In Titanium, only a core of mobile 

development APIs is normalized across the platforms for 

code reuse. All the platform-specific APIs, UI conventions, 

and features are kept intact and should be incorporated for 

platform specific development to achieve the native 

performance and experience. A typical application project 

directory may consist of a configuration file, localization 

files, and a directory to contain the images, assets, and 

JavaScript source as application logic. Normally direct 

editing of HTML and CSS files are not done unless the 

application contains both native and HTML-based UI. User 

interfaces are created with cross-platform AND platform-

specific components. Titanium’s approach to cross-platform 

is based on the cross-compilation technique: a platform 

independent JavaScript API which is compiled to the 

different target platforms as required. This compilation 

process happens in three steps: pre-compilation, front-end 

compilation and platform and package compilation.  

Native code output so very quick and fluid on 

phone. Easy setup and start-up for developers, excellent 

documentation and examples, Strong community forums to 

find out answers Intuitive app management environment. It 

potential support for desktop and tablet [4] 

C. Phonegap 

PhoneGap predominantly makes use of web technologies 

and basically allows HTML based web applications to be 

deployed and installed as native applications. So a 

PhoneGap application is a native-wrapped web application 

[2]. The user interface for PhoneGap applications is created 

using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Application logic is 

written in JavaScript by making use of the API provided to 

access native operating system functionality. The PhoneGap 

open source framework from Nitobi created in early 2008 

provides a decent toolbox for building native mobile 

applications using only HTML, JavaScript and CSS. It’s 

quite popular among users mainly because of its flexibility, 

straightforward architecture and ease of use. You basically 

need to drop the libraries in the right place and start coding 

with a familiar web stack to produce a functional app 

quickly. It follows the hybrid web model discussed earlier 

by providing a set of native app wrappers for all major 

mobile platforms with an embedded browser (also known as 

WebView) which renders the UI and supports the 

interaction between the web app and the device. The core 

part of the framework is its device-independent JavaScript 

API that provides rich functionality like storage, geo-

location, sensor interactivity, etc. without coupling the code 

to the specifics of the underlying platform.  PhoneGap is 

probably best suited when you have an existing web 

application you want to convert/port to a mobile 

environment. Since most code would already be in a web 

format anyway, the task of converting vanilla web to mobile 

web in most cases shouldn’t be too labor-intensive 

(obviously depending on how the web app was built and its 

nature) [5]. 

All native wrapper source code is provided so it 

can be customized further. Simple drop-in libraries strategy 

makes it simpler to build. Broad range of platforms 

supported. Apps built purely in HTML, JavaScript and CSS 

generates minimum barriers of adoption for web developers 

Must assume that normal capabilities of available web-based 

application that are recommended as a contender for 

applications which are heavily web dependent, Lack of 

support for native UI components, design patterns and dev 

tools. 

So, according our analysis there is need of such 

system or platform that bridges gap between web 

development and mobile app development system. This will 

required to understand platform clearly which helps to 

develop same code for other platform. In our case we used 

web based platform for android app development. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 
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Following is the detail description of proposed system 

In our system, features that are related with HTML, CSS, 

and JavaScript are used for the development of an android 

application. In our system, to designed web based layout 

HTML is used. With this HTML, tags like, “div” or “table” 

are used to designed web based layout. To design Textbox, 

Drop down, Checkbox; Radio Buttons etc. input controls are 

used. For validations JavaScript is used at client side. To 

create attractive UI effects for normal Android Applications 

JQuery is used. Plug-ins for such smooth and beautiful UI 

effects are used by JQuery, that offers great user experience 

to the end user. Programmer who is having very good idea 

of these technologies can develop this Android application 

since our platform provides output to it in its desired format. 

Hence Android application development will be the easy 

tasks for web developer also which triggers the development 

process. 

Working Flow of our system is described below: 

 
Fig. 2: System Workflow 

 In first layer web based application is designed using 

HTML, CSS and JavaScript.  

 JavaScript libraries are used to transforms the coding to 

the rendering surface.  

JavaScript Java Bridge transforms these coding using JAVA 

libraries to the Android.  

This layer explains the flow of the system from top 

to bottom and hence top layer developer (Web developer) 

can create application for Android. 

Using this cross-platform developer can create 

native App and he can create client server App. In the native 

App, html will be the user view. On event it calls JavaScript 

Library. 

JavaScript calls the java API library. Java will 

perform action accordingly for an Android application. 

In the client server application, user view HTML. 

On the occurrence of event JS will call web service.  

Web service internally returns response in JSON. 

Platform filters JSON and display result. 

 
Fig. 3: Work Breakdown Structure 

IV. TECHNIQUES USED 

In our system HTML and HTML5 technologies are 

considered. Since HTML5 documents and web based links 

are referred. HTML5 has advanced option from layout 

design point of view with some new input controls. JS and 

JQuery are the major technologies in cross-platform 

development. They have advanced features of animation and 

rich UI. Also they have function of inter-operability. Also 

web-view related topics are viewed. 

A. Android Web View 

 WebView is a view that displays web pages inside your 

application. You can also specify HTML string and can 

show it inside your application using WebView.  

 WebView makes turns your application to a web 

application.  

 Android WebView is an embedded browser that can 

render static HTML data or even remote URL. 

 A WebView is an android UI component that displays 

webpages.  

 WebView encompasses the functionality of a browser 

that can be integrated to Android application.  

 It uses the WebKit rendering engine to display web 

pages and includes methods to navigate forward and 

backward through a history, zoom in and out, and 

perform text searches and more.  

 Most of the android applications like WordPress, 

Flipboard, fiddly; Google Reader, etc. do integrate 

WebView, in order to display certain piece of online 

contents.  

Methods of WebView is as follows 

a) canGoBack(): This method specifies the WebView has 

a back history item.  

b) canGoForward(): This method specifies the WebView 

has a forward history item.  

c) clearHistory(): This method will clear the WebView 

forward and backward history.  

d) destroy(): This method destroy the internal state of 

WebView.  

e) findAllAsync(String find): This method find all 

instances of string and highlight them.  
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f) getProgress(): This method gets the progress of the 

current page.  

g) getTitle(): This method return the title of the current 

page.  

h) getUrl(): This method return the URL of the current 

page 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We build our system using Android SDK 4.0, JDK 1.6 

development kit, for coding we used Eclipse IDE with ADT 

Plug-in’s. HTML, CSS, JavaScript, JQuery, Java languages 

are used to design attractive web based UI. 

Also some hardware requirements are used at 

server side such as, Intel core I-3 processor, RAM of 2 GB, 

Hard Disk Drive of 40 GB (Minimum) and Phone/emulator: 

Android 4.0. Ice Cream Sandwich is used at client side. 

We have implemented various features that can be 

accessed from web view control.  

Following is the screenshot of our application. That 

enlists multiple featured app list. 

 
Fig. 4: App Screen 

We have also created a java doc to provide a support you the 

end user i.e. developer to work with our library. 

 
Fig .5: Library 

Following is the comparative list of applications that 

supports on WB SDK platform with other cross platform 

languages likes Rhodes, PhoneGap and Titanium. 

 Rhodes PhoneGap Titanium WB SDK 

Geo-location yes yes yes yes 

Contacts yes partially partially yes 

SMS 2.0 no partially yes 

Camera yes yes no yes 

Bluetooth 2.2 no yes yes 

Calendar 2.2 no yes yes 

Ringtones 1.5 no no yes 

Profile no no no yes 

Storage 2.0 partially yes yes 

Internet 1.5 no yes yes 

Battery    yes 

Table 1. Comparative list of applications 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this system, we developed a library using web based 

developer that designed and developed android application 

with the help of HTML, CSS and JavaScript. Here, user can 

develop Native application as well as client server 

application. Also feature of any one platform can be used 

with another platform as HTML based framework have 

many advantages.  Our Cross-platform mobile application 

system tempting developers through their ongoing 

development also quality of an application will be improved 

over a time as framework are under very active 

development. With cross-platform system, project setup is 

simple and applications can be developed with web 

technology that looks and feel attractive. 
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